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In order to install the cylinder and keys into the switch, the 
ny buon on top of the cylinder must be depresed. To do this 
put the key in the cylinder and turn it to the 1 o’clock posion.
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View of the ignion switch if you
are looking down into the hole that

accepts the cylinder.
Looking down into the ignion cylinder you should see a small
spring in the center of the slot in the boom of the key way. 
There is a bit of white grease in this locaon, so it my be difficult
to see. Make sure this spring stays inside the slot and is not sideways.

This slot has to be in this posion to accept the cylinder with the key 
at the 1 o’clock posion. If this slot is in the wrong poson, use a flat
head screw driver to change the angle. 

Insert the cylinder with the key at the 1 o’clock posion. 
Turn the key from the 1 to the 12 o’clock poson. (the cylinder will
allow you to remove the key at this posion) This will pop the 
ny buon back up, through this hole in the ignion switch.

If the buon does not come up high enough to poke through
this hole, it’s ok because this cylinder will be held in place
by this slot. Once the all of the pieces are installed in the 
dash, the bezel keeps the cylinder from slipping out of the
switch.

Removal: 
Turn the key back to the 1 o’clock posion, push the ny buon down, and the key should lock into
that posion. The pull the complete cylinder out.
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Installaon into dash: Slip the retainer on the switch,
(note the slot). Compress the spring, pushing the switch
through the dash. Instal the bezel by turning into the 
slot on the switch. Note some (mostly 1953) trucks
may need the dash hole slightly enlarged.


